"The Reader" 18th Dec, 1899
DRIEBURGH HOUSE SCHOOL.

The annual concert and distribution of prizes of the Driegergh House School, conducted by Miss Blanches, was held in the School Hall on Friday evening. An enjoyable musical programme was opened by Misses D. Jocque and E. Smith, who gave an excellent performance of two songs, and were followed by Miss D. R. Moscowska, for piano duet. A bracket of two piano numbers, Mozart's "Fantasia," was admirably played by Miss Sylvia Blue, who gave evidence of careful and conscientious training. Two little duets by Gurlitt were excellently rendered, and N. Greenway that the audience insisted upon an encore, and the latter one was repeated. The satisfactory performance of Schumann's "Dramatische Chaconne," for which she received hearty applause, and another piano solo by a pupil, was also excellently played by Miss E. L. Warming. The singing class, under the direction of Miss Guille, also played a brace of "After the "Close of Twilight hours" and "Sunny hours," in a pleasing manner, and in the evening were heard to advantage in a song to the words of "The Little Lasses," and the "Dramatic fair" was appropriately given by Miss Mary Young, O. F. O., B. B. Brown, N. K. V., and E. H. Jones, who performed a properly stated drill, which was warmly received.

ANNUAL REPORT.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies, and Gentlemen - It is a pleasant pleasure to present to you my annual report of the work done in the school during the past year. The school has proved a success, and through the faithful and efficient work of the teachers, we have been able to stand against the rather cruel cutting that has taken place in some quarters.

The Preliminary Examinations were most fortunately given to three girls whom I selected for the Botany and Physiology, and Geology. The candidates were not only successful in the examinations, but were also elected for the drury College examinations - one of Mr. Chairman.
Dear Mrs. Kelsey,—In accordance with the custom initiated last year, I have hereewith report on the School Music Prizes, which were awarded in the music room in the presence of the students.

The school music prizes were judged with great care and attention to detail. Eleven candidates were examined by the judges, and the following were declared the winners:

1. Miss Smith
2. Miss Johnson
3. Mr. Brown
4. Miss Wilson
5. Mr. Davis
6. Miss Adams
7. Mr. Taylor
8. Miss Hunter
9. Mr. Clark
10. Miss Harvey
11. Mr. Lee

In the examination, all candidates displayed excellent skills and knowledge. The judges were particularly impressed with the dedication and hard work of each participant.

As a result of the examination, the following students were awarded prizes:

1. Miss Smith—First Prize
2. Miss Johnson—Second Prize
3. Mr. Brown—Third Prize
4. Miss Wilson—Fourth Prize
5. Mr. Davis—Fifth Prize
6. Miss Adams—Sixth Prize
7. Mr. Taylor—Seventh Prize
8. Miss Hunter—Eighth Prize
9. Mr. Clark—Ninth Prize
10. Miss Harvey—Tenth Prize
11. Mr. Lee—Eleventh Prize

I congratulate all the winners on their achievements and look forward to seeing their continued progress in the future.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

G. B. REYNARD.
UNIVERSITY EXAMINATIONS.

Senior.—Gertrude Jude.

Preliminary.—Vera Benda, Janie Marshall, Annie Claridge, Meta Pitcher, Florrie Brookman, Dora Jacob, Katie Gardner.

Music.—Trinity College—Junior, Belle Warmington; primary, Nellie Greenway; junior, Annie Claridge; primary (presented by Mr. Chinner), Ethel Hogg.

Form VI. (presented by Messrs. E. Wigg).—Examinations, Gertrude Young; year's marks, French, mathematics, Gertrude Jude; English, literature, and composition, Violet Penny (presented by Sir Edwin Smith); Scripture, Maggie Shaw; Latin, Grace Laffey.

Form V.—School examinations, Florence Brookman; year's English, Janie Marshall; mathematics, Vera Benda (presented by Sir Edwin Smith); literature and composition, Mary Young; Scripture, Evelyn Tapley; Latin, Evelyn Tapley; (special, Mrs. Day), French, Dora Jacob.

Form IV. (Upper).—Examination, Dora Jacob; year's marks, Bertha Crozier; arithmetic, Irene Guerin; Scripture, Dora Jacob. Presented by Miss Vivian (special)—Arithmetic and grammar, Clarice Sandford; French, Bertha Hareus; German, Gertrude Howe; needlework, Effie Young.

Form IV. (Lower).—Presented by Mrs. Rigby—Examinations and French, Dorothy Falconer; second prize examinations, Blain Bailey; year's marks and arithmetic, Edna Marshall; second year's marks, Harriet Haynes; composition, Ada Bonython; Scripture, Dorothy Falconer; German, Lily Hooper; French examinations, Kathleen Malley; needlework, Kathleen Hall.

Form III.—Examinations and composition, Maud Nairn; year's marks, Lily Bishop; arithmetic, Muriel Hall; Scripture, Rita Gardner; sewing, Ruth Coles.

Music (judged by Herr Reimann)—Upper school, Shylie Blue; lower school, Ruth Coles, (presented by Mr. Chinner) Annie Claridge; year's marks, Dora Jacob.

Drawing Prizes.—Irene Guerin, Maud Bosworth, Maud Aldridge, Carrie Foale, Janey Marshall, Evelyn Tapley; painting, Marion Knight.

Kindergarten (Upper).—Examination, year's, and arithmetic, Ruth Cheatham; second year's, Olive Williams; drawing, Ita Gwynne; neat exercise book, Ita Gwynne; attendance, Olive Bray; exercise, Olive Williams.

Kindergarten (Lower).—Year's marks, Muriel Holden; poetry and reading, Jeannie Elliot; youngest, Stell Bailes.